Dear Members and Friends,

Congratulations to GSI’s own Janice Friebaum on being honored with the Shofar Zakhor Award in Phoenix, Arizona! She earned this recognition for her tireless work to further awareness, knowledge, and remembrance in Arizona as a leader of the Phoenix Holocaust Association and previously in Southern Florida.

GSI has increased our membership to many countries south of the Equator. As a result, we will no longer be having summer editions of our newsletter. Instead, we will continue our monthly e-newsletters.

Thank you, and be well,
Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and in other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor and their descendants’ communities: genshoah@gmail.com.

The form for event submissions may be found at: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish it to appear in the upcoming (next) month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, and more. Survivors, their children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.
**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

A Tribute to Gerda Weissmann Klein, Holocaust survivor, author, Presidential Medal of Freedom recipient, and Academy Award winner, is posted on [Citizenship Counts](https://www.citizenshipcounts.org).  

**CONFERENCES**

**The 2022 Arthur and Rochelle Belfer National Conference for Educators**

June 27 – 29, 2022  
Free virtual sessions. US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC  

**Eastern European Displaced Persons, Refugees, and POWs during and after the Holocaust**

September 5 – 9, 2022  
Riga, Latvia  

**UPCOMING WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS**

**Using Photography to Teach about the Holocaust**

June 1, 2022 3:00 pm ET  
Echoes & Reflections  

**Timeline of the Holocaust: Other Victim Groups**

June 7, 2022 4:00 pm ET  
Echoes & Reflections  

**Chancellors Day Professional Development Program**

June 9, 2022 9:30 am - 1:30 pm ET  
Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY  

**Using Animations to Teach about the Holocaust**

June 14, 2022 4:00 pm ET  
Echoes & Reflections  

**Heroines of the Holocaust: New Frameworks of Resistance**

June 15 – 16, 2022  
Wagner College Holocaust Center, Staten Island, NY  

*GSI* has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor and descendants’ community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the Facebook group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at [www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/](http://www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/). Joining Facebook is free and easy: [www.facebook.com](http://www.facebook.com).
Perpetrators, Bystanders, and Everyone in Between  
June 16, 2022  4:00 pm ET  
Echoes & Reflections

War Crimes and International Humanitarian Law  
June 21, 2022  7:00 pm CT  
World Without Genocide, St. Paul, MN

Teaching with Testimony: Stories of Black American Liberators  
June 28, 2022  4:00 pm ET  
Echoes & Reflections

Teaching in Troubled Times: An Interdisciplinary Inquiry into Teaching about the Holocaust and Human Rights  
July 5 -16, 2022  
The Olga Lengyel Institute (TOLI), New York, NY

Summer Virtual Institute for Teachers: Holocaust Testimony and Historical Comparisons  
July 11-13, 2022  
Yale University Fortunoff Archive, New Haven, CT

The Dangers Facing Helpers and Hiders of Jews: Legal and Social Aspects, During and After the Shoah  
July 11 – 14, 2022  
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

The Dangers Facing Helpers and Hiders of Jews: Legal and Social Aspects, During and After the Shoah  
July 11 – 14, 2022  
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

Learning about Historical & Contemporary Antisemitism  
July 12 – 13, 2022  
Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL

Teaching Holocaust and Human Behavior  
July 18 – 21, 2022  
Facing History and Ourselves, Brookline, MA

Photography and Film During and After the Holocaust  
July 23 – 28, 2022  
Appalachian State University (in-person programs, but virtual access available)  
Scholarship application
**Contradictory Sources:**

**Specific Problems of the Holocaust in the Soviet Union**

July 31 – August 4, 2022  
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

The 1st Annual Holocaust Teachers of America Symposium

**Zachor Shoah: Holocaust & Human Rights Education for the 21st Century**

September 9 – 11, 2022  
Atlanta, GA

**The Post-War Period as Reflected Through Art**

October 25 – 26, 2022  
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

For more: zborowski.center@yadvashem.org.il

**UPCOMING EVENTS**

Now – June 26, 2022—Minneapolis Institute of Art, Minneapolis, MN  

Now – July 1, 2022—Braswell Memorial Public Library, Rocky Mount, NC  
Saint Peter Public Library, Saint Peter, MN  
Bozeman Public Library, Bozeman, MT  
Pendleton Public Library, Pendleton, OR

US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibition *Americans and the Holocaust.*

Now – July 10, 2022—Cascadia Art Museum, Edmunds, WA  
Exhibit: *A Luminous Journey: The Art of Maria Frank Abrams.*  
Maria Frank Abrams was born in Hungary, she survived the Holocaust and came to the United States in 1948. Fees.

Now – August 2022—Chula Vista Heritage Museum, Chula Vista, CA  
Exhibit: *RUTH: Remember Us the Holocaust.*

Now – November 6, 2022—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY  
Exhibit: *Boris Lurie: Nothing To Do But To Try.*  
The exhibition of this Holocaust survivor’s art presents a portrait of an artist reckoning with devastating trauma, haunting memories, and an elusive, lifelong quest for freedom.

Now - November 30, 2022—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY  
Theresienstadt Exhibition: *Last Stop Before the Last Stop*

Now – January 22, 2023—Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library & Museum, Springfield, IL  
June 2, 2022, 12:00 noon ET—Arolsen Archive, Bad Arolsen, Germany
Second Generation Talk with Mendel Mandelbaum.

June 2, 2022, 17:30 Israel—Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel
Facilitating Murder: The Waterworks Subcamps of Sobibor, 1942 – 1943 (English) with Dr. Frank Grelka.

June 5, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
Dr. Ruth Westheimer 94th Birthday Celebration. Fees.

June 7, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
LBI Book Club: Where She Came From with author Helen Epstein.

June 8, 2022, 3:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA
Confronting the Complexity of Holocaust Scholarship: Reflections on the Past, Present and Future of Holocaust Studies with Michael Berenbaum and Jonathan Friedman.

June 8, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust & Human Rights Education Center, White Plains, NY
Memory Keepers Story Hour: Joseph Kaidanow. For more: mjasper@hhrecny.org

June 8, 2022, 8:00 pm ET—Avalon Theater, 5612 Connecticut Ave NW, Washington, DC

June 9 – 12, 2022—Maltz Performing Arts Center, Cleveland, OH
Holocaust Opera / Musical Drama The Sparks Fly Upwards.

June 9, 2022, 6:30 pm GMT—Wiener Holocaust Library, London, UK
Curator’s Talk: Fighting Antisemitism from Dreyfus to Today with Dr. Barbara Warnock.

June 10, 2022, 10:00 am MT—Arizona Jewish Historical Society, Phoenix, AZ
Our Parent’s Stories speaker series: The Bird Sang Eulogies with Mirla G. Raz, daughter of Holocaust survivors.

June 12, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA

June 14, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Step by Step: recreating a Family’s Lost Holocaust History with journalist Jessica Shaw.

June 14, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Politics, Violence, and Memory: New Insights on the Holocaust from Social Science with Dr. Elizabeth Anthony and Dr. Jeffrey Kopstein. Why did some communities violently attack their Jewish neighbors while others did not during World War II? How did the killing
centers continue to affect economic and political behavior in their areas over time? Learn how a new generation of social scientists is using new concepts, methods, and data to answer questions.

June 16, 2022, 17:30 Israel—Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel
The Archive Thief: The Man Who Salvaged French Jewish History in the Wake of the Holocaust (English) with Dr. Lisa Leff.

June 21, 2022, 6:00 pm GMT—Wiener Holocaust Library, London, UK

June 22, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
Book discussion: Remote Sympathy by Catherine Chidgey, a novel of domestic drama and human connection set in and around Buchenwald during World War II and its aftermath, focusing on the relationship between an SS officer, his ill wife, and a prisoner called in for his medical expertise.

June 26, 2022, 11:00 am ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Virtual Walking Tour: Anne Frank’s Amsterdam. Fees.

June 26, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Yeshiva University, New York, NY
What is the Holocaust Today? Yagna Yass Alson will give her talk, Holocaust Era Plunder and Destruction: The Provenance Research of Jewish Cultural Assets. Join on Zoom >>

June 30, 2022, 17:30 (Israel time)—Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel
Attempts to Rescue Ukrainian Jews by Jewish Organizations (English) with Dr. Hanna Abakunova.

July 1, 2022, 10:00 am ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Opening of the new core exhibition The Holocaust: What Hate Can Do.

July 18 – August 29, 2022—Independence Public Library (Independence, KS)
Watertown Regional Library (Watertown, SD)
Laramie County Library System (Cheyenne, WY)
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: Americans and the Holocaust

FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION

FYI... Online newsletters
Arolsen Archives
Memoria Magazine
Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club
Wiener Holocaust Library
Yad Vashem May 3, 2022
Yad Vashem May 9, 2022
Yad Vashem May 16, 2022
Yad Vashem May 24, 2022

**FYI...** Locker of Memory project website contains 3-D tour of 8 killing sites in Latvia. Project features the Jungfernhof concentration camp where 3985 German and Austrian Jews were deported and murdered in December 1941. Visit website to investigate eight tours, a twenty-minute video of the history of Jungfernhof and more.

**FYI...** The YIVO Archives is pleased to announce Research Assistance, a new reference services initiative. This service is intended for patrons who are unable to visit YIVO in person, or who have research needs that are beyond the capacity of what YIVO’s staff can offer free-of-charge.

YIVO’s team of highly skilled researchers, working closely with YIVO Archives staff, can help with some of the following tasks:

- genealogy research
- searching unarranged or minimally arranged collections for particular types of documents
- searching for records of a particular individual, group, or institution across collections
- identifying and summarizing or translating key material in a language the researcher does not read

Research assistance is not limited to the collections held by the YIVO Archives and can be used to search across a wide range of physical and digital archives. Find out more information [here](#) or email reference@yivo.org.

**FYI...** Many virtual programs on the Holocaust have been held during the COVID-19 virus shutdown. Here are some of them:

- February 14, 2022: [The Nazi Camp Universe, 1933 – 1945: Landscapes of Suffering and Paths of Persecution](#)
- March 15, 2022: [Returning What Was Taken: How Museums Approach Repatriation](#)
- April 24, 2022: [Yom HaShoah Memorial Service and Holocaust Memorial Plaza Dedication](#)
- April 27, 2022: "All the Horrors of War" with Bernice Lerner
- April 28, 2022: [Yom Hashoah Symposium: 75th Anniversary of the Nuremberg Doctors' Trial](#)
- April 28, 2022: [Office of Diversity, Equity & Inclusion: Holocaust Remembrance Day](#)
- April 28, 2022: [City of Berkeley Holocaust Remembrance Day](#)
- May 1, 2022: [Phoenix Holocaust Remembrance Day program](#)
- May 6, 2022: [A Mother’s Love: Sacrifices in Times of War](#)
- May 11, 2022: [Remnants by Henry "Hank" Greenspan](#)
- May 11, 2022: [Confronting the Complexities of Holocaust Scholarship](#)
May 12, 2022: Imperfect Justice: The Quest for Holocaust Restitution
May 12, 2022: From Professor to Ambassador: Reflections on Combating Global Antisemitism
May 14, 2022: First Generation Talk with Bernard Offen
May 15, 2022: Bringing Holocaust History to Life: The Power of Personal Stories
May 16, 2022: Culture Talk: A New Swedish Holocaust Museum
May 18, 2022: First Person with Holocaust Survivor Allan Firestone
May 26, 2022: Winning over Nazis to Win the War
May 26, 2022: Remembering the Holocaust in Austria

Click here for past videos from the Arizona Jewish Historical Society
Click here for past videos of the Association of Jewish Refugees
Click here for past videos from Beit Terezin
Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History
Click here for past programs from Classrooms Without Borders
Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections
Click here for past videos from the Ghetto Fighters’ House
Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Center for Humanity
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust and Genocide Research Partnership
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Memorial Center, Farmington Hills, MI
Virtual Program Recordings | Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida (holocaustedu.org)
Click here for past programs from Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County

Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Museum Los Angeles
Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Culture and Holocaust Remembrance
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Study Center
Click here for past programs from the Johannesburg Holocaust and Genocide Centre
Click here for past programs from the Kupferberg Holocaust Center
Click here for past programs from the Lappin Foundation
Click here for past programs from Liberation 75
Click here for past Martin-Springer Institute programs
Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage
Click here to view recordings of past programs from the Sara and Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center at Stockton University. Additional videos may also be found here.
Click here for past Sousa Mendes Foundation programs
Click here for past programs from the Temple Emanu-El Streicker Center
Click here for past programs from The Olga Lengyel Institute (TOLI)
Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for 2021 First Person programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for past programs from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute
Click here for past videos from the Wiener Library
Click here for past Ray Wolpow Institute Noémi Ban Memorial Collection programs
Click here to view recordings from Yad Vashem recent lectures you may have missed.
Additional lectures for further exploration are available here.
Click here for past programs from Yeshiva University
Click here for past programs from YIVO

FYI… For the latest on the Baltics
FYI… Articles, videos, podcasts, and slideshows in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo or others.

Across Borders: International
Yom HaShoah in pictures: How the world marked Holocaust Remembrance Day
Countries That Suffered the Most Civilian Casualties in World War
First Holocaust Museum in Metaverse to display NFTs from survivors
Israeli embassy opens monument to Uzbeks who assisted Holocaust refugees
March Of the Living Torch Of Hope: Never Means Never
In groundbreaking step, Muslim delegation participates in 2022 March of the Living
Arab-Israeli Youth March With Holocaust Survivors, Fly Israeli Flag
Diary of a journey: An Arab-Israeli delegation to Auschwitz - opinion
The Shadowy Russian Scheme That Dumped Nazis Into Ukraine
Zelenskyy to Fox News: Russia is ‘following the concept of Goebbels’ with Hitler comparison
Volodymyr Zelensky Marks End of WWII With Address to G7 Leaders
Zelensky to Kissinger: The world didn’t adapt to the Nazis, we’re not adapting to Putin
Zelensky and Putin double down on mutual Holocaust, Nazi comparisons
How do Putin and Zelensky get the Holocaust so wrong?
Opinion Now we see, with Putin, why Nuremberg-style Soviet trials were needed
15 ‘Righteous Gentiles’ lived in Ukraine when Russia invaded. An American Jewish group rushed to aid them.
At A Former Concentration Camp, Holocaust Survivors Draw Parallels Between Nazi And Russian Rhetoric
Why you shouldn’t compare Putin to Hitler
Me & You: ‘Visiting Yad Vashem was a life-changing day’
Nazi weapons site is to be filled with the sounds of Jewish-composed music
77 Years To Theresienstadt Ghetto Liberation: 'The Journey Of A Torah Scroll'
Survivor Torah Scroll Will Journey from Palo Alto to Israel This Summer
Treasure hunters seeking Nazi gold worth $247M make massive discovery
Treasure hunters think they’ve found $245,000,000
Weirdest Holocaust Slur Ever
Israel’s outgoing ambassador to Germany reflects on 4 of the country’s most dramatic years since World War II
New Israeli Neighborhood Named After CO Resident, Holocaust Survivor Max Furer z”l - Boulder Jewish News
Apple blocks pictures of Holocaust-related sites from automated ‘Memories’ albums
A new podcast chronicles the little-known stories of boxers from the Holocaust era
Movie Inspired by Muslim Family That Saved Jewish Friends During Holocaust Wins Grant
White Supremacist Extremism Is No Longer a Domestic Issue. It’s a Global One
The 20 most ruthless leaders of all time
Volodymyr Zelensky, Mila Kunis, Zoë Kravitz among Jews on this year’s Time 100 list
Season 4 of Netflix’s ‘Stranger Things’ filmed in a Lithuanian prison where Nazis jailed Jews

Canada

Statement by the Prime Minister on Yom HaShoah
Trudeau Says The World Was Shocked And Dismayed To See Nazi Imagery In Ottawa
Statement by Minister Hussen on Yom HaShoah (Holocaust Remembrance Day)
Avi Benlolo: We Must Never Forget The Holocaust Or Its Victims
Hundreds Commemorate Yom HaShoah Virtually
Montreal providing $1.5 million for new Holocaust Museum
The Furniture Arrived From Europe But Many Of My Family Did Not
Holocaust Remembrance Day: Montreal Survivors Share Their Stories

Jewish Immigrant Builds Traveling Holocaust Museum For New Brunswick Students

A Holocaust survivor’s collection of over 1,000 miniature books speaks volumes about her resilience

This Holocaust survivor just reunited with the daughter she never knew

Daughter of Holocaust survivor brings her late father's voice to Toronto high school students | CBC News

Canadian Film 'Charlotte' Animates A Jewish Painter's Holocaust Era Life In Art

How A Canadian Animated Film Is Animating The Difficult Story Of An Under-appreciated Artist

More Than A Thousand Miniature Books Donated To Jewish Public Library

Calgary-connected Holocaust survivors share stories of resilience in new Glenbow exhibition

Czech Republic

Exclusive: Murdered Artist's Work Returned To Family, 80 Years After The Holocaust

France

France’s new prime minister is the daughter of a Holocaust survivor who died by suicide

France’s first female premier in decades is daughter of Holocaust survivor

Éric Zemmour acquitted of Holocaust denial charge for saying French Nazi collaborator saved Jews

Germany

Heirs of Hitler’s Billionaires Need to Reckon with the Past

‘People should be more aware’: the business dynasties who benefited from the Nazis

Hitler’s enablers: The German industrialists who aided and abetted the Nazi regime

Hitler through the eyes of his bodyguard

Germany seeks prison time for alleged Nazi guard at former concentration camp

Ukrainian Holocaust Survivors Flee to Germany From Russian Bombs

At Nazi weapons development site, renowned musicians bring works of oppressed Jews to life

Neo-Nazi who performed Hitler salute at Buchenwald goes on trial

German police thwart teen’s “suspected Nazi terror attack”

German Police Investigate Leaflets Calling for ‘Liquidation’ of Jews by 2023

Israel

Israel lashes out at Russia over Lavrov's Nazism remarks

Israel blasts Russia’s ‘unforgivable’ comments about Holocaust
Israel Blasts ‘Outrageous’ Russian Claim That Hitler Had Jewish Blood: ‘Lowest Level’ of Anti-Semitism
Israel condemns Russian Foreign Ministers’ comparison of Zelensky to Hitler
Israel condemns Russian foreign minister's "unforgivable" Hitler remarks
Bennett, Lapid condemn Lavrov’s remarks about Hitler’s ‘Jewish blood’
Israel Erupts After Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov Claims Hitler Had Jewish Blood
Israel wants apology after Russia’s Lavrov compares Zelensky to Hitler
Israel demands apology after Russian foreign minister Sergey Lavrov says Hitler "had Jewish origins"
Will ‘Hitler’ change Israel’s Ukraine policy?
Putin Apologizes for Lavrov’s Holocaust Comments, Israeli PM’s Office Says
Bennett says Putin apologized for his deputy’s remarks on Nazis
Israeli prime minister says Putin apologized to him after Russia's top diplomat accused Israel of being pro-Nazi over Ukraine support
Second-rate Holocaust victims: How Israel neglects Jews from Soviet Union
Mossad releases testimony of two former high-ranking Holocaust survivors
Rafi Eitan, Adolf Eichmann, and a kidnapping that stunned the world
Holocaust survivor: I used mantra from Yom Kippur liturgy to stay alive
Amazing Ella Blumenthal: One Of The Oldest Living Holocaust Survivors
Holocaust survivor brothers hold bar mitzvah with long lost family
In Israel, some Holocaust survivors from Ukraine feel ambivalent about their war-torn country of birth
'Violins Of Hope: Their Sound Brings Lost Dreams To Life'
Where Is Anne Frank?: Using Animation To tell The Story To The Young
Female haredi filmmakers create VR tour of Auschwitz for students
Upcoming Series Revisits Mossad Partnership With Ex-Nazi Commander to Thwart Egyptian Missile Threat
Heinrich Himmler’s Books at the National Library of Israel

Italy
Southern Italian region of Campania adopts IHRA definition

Mexico
Mexican couple hosted a Nazi-themed wedding — their second ceremony on Hitler’s anniversary
Netherlands

10 Facts About The Netherland's Anne Frank House
Anne Frank: who gave her up to the Nazis?

Poland

Polish Leader Calls For Ukraine Unity At Holocaust Event
"This, for Poland, is 1939 again."

Why did Lodz Ghetto Jews hardly suffer cancer, chronic disease?
20 Horrifying Images of Auschwitz

Russia

Speaking about Zelensky, Russian foreign minister says Hitler also had Jewish ancestry
Russia accuses Israel of supporting ‘neo-Nazi regime’ in Ukraine
Doubling Down on Lavrov Comments, Russia Accuses Israel of Backing ‘Neo-Nazis’ in Ukraine
Russia Lashes Out At Israel As Rift Over Holocaust And Ukraine Widens
Russia Steps Up Propaganda Offensive Targeting Israel Over Alleged Backing for Ukraine ‘Neo-Nazis’
Russia cited these Jewish experts in Ukraine 'Nazi' smear. Now they respond
Russian chief rabbi: ‘It would be nice’ if Russia’s Lavrov apologized for Hitler comments
Putin apologizes to Israel for Hitler comments as Zelensky slams Nazi rhetoric
Putin apologised for Russia Hitler claims: Israel PM's office
What happened to Sergei Lavrov?
Opinion: Let's set the record straight on Lavrov's Hitler comments
The apology that Russia won’t make
Israeli prime minister says Putin apologized for Lavrov’s Holocaust-related remarks
Russian foreign ministry defends Lavrov’s comments about Hitler and Jews

Switzerland

Swiss Parliament Calls for Government Panel to Address Nazi-Looted Art Claims

UK

Ukraine War: 'If This True, Then I Am Also A Nazi'
British Holocaust Survivor Accuses U.K. Of Leaving Fellow Ex-Pats To Mercy Of Nazis
UK Government Appeals Court Decision To Quash Holocaust Memorial Planning Permission
Chief Rabbi: Holocaust Was Unique For The Expanse And Depth Of Its Evil
Campaign to honour hero who enabled Nicholas Winton’s Kindertransport

Opinion: the March Of the Living Is An Experience Like No Other

A Place That Still Defies Articulation

Windermere Children: Holocaust Refugee Museum Planned

Remains of UK estate that housed Jewish refugees up for sale

Holocaust survivor Lily Ebert presented with Hungarian honour

Lily Ebert Wins Austria's Simon Wiesenthal Prize

Lily Ebert Shares Testimony At Israeli Embassy Event

Memoir by Auschwitz Survivor, TikTok Sensation #2 on NYT Best Sellers List

Paul Willer, refugee from Nazis taken in by Attlee family, dies aged 94

There Was Smoke And A Smell And I Knew Most Of My Friends Were Gone

Holocaust Survivors Take Part In 100 Words Project

His Mother's Shoah Trauma Made His Childhood Hell

Wiesenthal Watch Expected To Fetch Up To 423,000 Pounds

Opinions | In the pages of their newspapers, they downplayed Hitler’s threat

Secrets of World War 2 underground newspaper revealed

Meet the former Nazi rocket scientist who all too accurately saw the future

Awareness of the Shoah remains 'strong' within the young generation

Teachers warn pupils being directed to Holocaust denial online

UK family roots TV show reassures Holocaust survivor that his father was not a Nazi

A Hidden Holocaust Hero At Park Theatre

Himmler Met A Jew: I Had To Write A Play About It

A British soccer fan said his Nazi salute was a wave hello. Authorities weren’t buying it.

Ukraine

Russians claimed Hitler was Jewish - Zelensky

Zelensky 'Peace' is Being Hanged by Nazis or Ousted From Office: Russia

Zelensky: Europe must remember the victory over the Nazis

Zelensky WW2 speech accuses Russia of Nazi atrocities

Zelensky: This year we say ‘Never again’ differently

Ukrainian Holocaust Rescuer Evacuated From Russian Occupation of Kherson
USA

We should say it. Russia is fascist.

US Holocaust Memorial Museum Condemns Russian Foreign Minister Remarks

Chuck Schumer calls Russian foreign minister’s comments about Jews and Hitler ‘sickening’

No, Hitler wasn’t Jewish, despite what the Kremlin is saying to justify its invasion of Ukraine

Hochul: Help with ‘lifetime of care for Holocaust survivors’

NY Holocaust survivors will receive $2.6M for health care services

Inside the Yiddish Book Center

Judge Rules Houston Museum Can Keep Nazi-Looted Painting Owned by German-Jewish Art Collector

A Greek family saved them from Nazis. Now, they found how to thank them.

House votes to bestow Medal of Honor on last surviving Nuremberg prosecutor

Benjamin Ferencz is the last surviving Nuremberg prosecutor. He says Vladimir Putin is "certainly" a war criminal.

Why a 'Big Lie' is so powerful and so hard to undo

GOP-backed candidate for Minnesota secretary of state says Jewish incumbent is being controlled by Soros

Minnesota GOP apologizes for Soros puppetmaster video

White supremacy and the Jews: The latest iteration

Jan. 6 defendant who once posed as Hitler tells jurors he's an 'idiot' who didn't know Congress met at Capitol

Jury finds alleged Nazi sympathizer guilty of 5 charges in Jan. 6 case

U.S. Army reservist and alleged Nazi sympathizer convicted for his role in U.S. Capitol assault

Doug Mastriano warned of left-wing ‘Hitlerian Putsch’ in 2001 paper

A neo-Nazi idea to spark a race war inspired the Buffalo killings

New York state lawmakers pass Holocaust Education Bill

A more insidious form of Holocaust denial emerges

Jewish communities in the US mark the Holocaust Remembrance Day

A Moment in Time: Yom HaShoah/ Holocaust Memorial Day: We are the Remnant

She Lost Her Family in the Holocaust, She Finally Knows the Name Her Parents Gave Her

Holocaust Survivors Unite With Long Lost Family, Hold Bar Mitzvah at Age 92

Auschwitz Survivor Shortlisted for Simon Wiesenthal Prize for Combating Antisemitism, Holocaust Education

$15 million gift to help US Holocaust museum digitize and expand collections

Holocaust Survivors Speak To Students In Fort Lauderdale On Annual Day Of Remembrance
Did a New York Holocaust museum ban Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis? Depends whom you ask.

Political Intolerance At A New York Holocaust Museum - opinion

Fallout from Holocaust museum snub of Florida’s governor results in some funds removed

Illinois Holocaust Museum trains survivors' descendants to share stories, to ensure we 'Never Forget'

Holocaust Museum's Virtual Reality Exhibit Is 'So Realistic'

Historian accuses NY’s Jewish Museum of sanitizing filmmaker’s World War II record in new exhibit

Victims and heroes of the Holocaust honored in digital gathering

A Holocaust Remembrance Day event was canceled due to low registration. So hundreds showed up on Zoom to hear survivor's story

Bidens Show "The Survivor" For Holocaust Remembrance Week

David Rubenstein gives $15 million to Holocaust museum

Inspired By Ukraine, Billionaire David Rubenstein Donates $15 Million To U.S. Holocaust Museum

Holocaust survivor recalls moments from the past as war in Ukraine continues

A Holocaust Survivor’s Secret Sadness

Margot Heuman, Who Bore Witness to the Holocaust as a Gay Woman, Dies at 94

The Holocaust Started with My Great-Uncle’s Murder

CANDLES displaying Eva Kor’s Holocaust Twin list

What Does the Newly Dedicated Holocaust Memorial Plaza at King David Cemetery Mean to Our Local Shoah Survivors and Their Descendants?

Yom Hashoah Observance, Holocaust Memorial Park Dedication (p30)

To counter fake news, look to lessons from the Holocaust | Opinion

How the Jewish Mafia Took on the Nazis

Love for Violin Unites Korean American and Holocaust Survivor

NYC Holocaust museum chair Ratner, president Kliger issue statement in wake of Buffalo killings

Interactive Holocaust experience comes to Savannah, denounces hate

The Holocaust-Era Comic That Brought Americans Into the Nazi Gas Chambers

Hillel Las Vegas Hosts Holocaust Seder at UNLV (p29)

Part I: Were the Sinti and Roma (Gypsies) Destined for Total Destruction like the Jews?

Part II Gypsies: A Danger to Societal Stability

Part III: After the Anschlus14 Iyyar 5782

Part IV: “Not all Victims were Jews, But all Jews were Victims”
An American Unsung Hero of the Shoah: Stephen Klein
Auschwitz survivor, 98, wins Simon Wiesenthal Prize for Holocaust education
After 78 years, Holocaust survivors meet in LA
2 concentration camp survivors reunite in LA more than 70 years after escaping Nazis
Remembering the Holocaust by remembering Fanny
An American Unsung Hero of the Shoah: Stephen Klein
‘Plunder,’ Menachem Kaiser’s memoir about reclaiming his family’s Polish home, wins Sami Rohr prize
Menachem Kaiser wins Sami Rohr Prize for nonfiction
An interview with Institute curator Crispin Brooks
To Honor the 6 Million, Let’s Do 6 Million Mitzvot
Lessons from Nazi Holocaust that can help guide a world in turmoil
Jewish groups have failed to stop Arizona from offering a gas chamber as an execution method
"Hymns of Auschwitz" to be performed at Carnegie Hall years after composer's death
Hymns from Auschwitz
Piece by Holocaust survivor to be performed for first time
Schindler's List Helped Renew Steven Spielberg's Faith In Filmmaking
Los Angeles City Council officially declares May 12 ‘Anne Frank Day’
Actor Liev Schreiber Says Jewish Grandfather’s Roots Inspired His Relief Efforts in Ukraine
In PBS’ gripping series ‘Ridley Road,’ a Jewish woman infiltrates a group of British neo-Nazis
Acclaimed Filmmaker Ken Burns Focuses New Documentary on US Role, Response to Holocaust
The Letters Project: A Daughter's Journey
Remembering Neal Adams, a comic book legend who championed Holocaust awareness
Remembering Neal Adams, comic book legend, Holocaust awareness champion
You didn’t fight back
Nazi prison gang leader and 4 others convicted in "gruesome" torture and murder of member in Alaska
Nazi flags waved outside Disney World entrance on busy holiday weekend
Video shows Nazi flags waved in front of Disney World
Florida Holocaust Museum Slams Swastika Flag Display Outside Disney World
Anti-Semitic fliers left outside Chicago-area homes on Yom Hashoah
Portland Synagogue Vandalized With Antisemitic ‘Die Juden’ Threat, Fire Marks
Feds seek prison for rioter in 'Camp Auschwitz' sweatshirt
Kent State University finds swastika painted on campus

Could Hitler have faked his own death and fled to America?

Vatican

Deep in Vatican Archives, Scholar Discovers ‘Flabbergasting’ Secrets

PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. *Generations of the Shoah International* and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust survivors, their descendants and friends, and other interested people. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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